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Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g> 2. A group AG of 
automorphisms of X can be represented as a subgroup R(X, AG) of 
GL,(@), since elements of AG act on the g-dimensional module of abelian 
differentials on X. The purpose of this paper is to determine in case g = 5 
all subgroups of GL,(@) which are conjugate to R(X, AG) for some X and 
some AG. For g= 2, 3, and 4 the problems of the same type were already 
solved. See [6, 71 for the case g=2 and see [9] (also [S]) for the cases 
g=3 and4. 
It is interesting to determine the G&(C)-conjugate class of R(X, AG), 
because it reveals an invariant of the holomorphic family of Riemann 
surfaces which is determined by the subgroup of the Teichmiiller modular 
group corresponding to the pair (X, AG). See [2, 3, 7, 81. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Assume g3 2. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL,(@) and let H be a 
non-trivial cyclic subgroup of G. Define two sets CY(G), CY(G; H) by 
CY(G) = {KI K’ IS a non-trivial cyclic subgroup of G), 
CY(G;H)=(KECY(G)(K~HH~~K#H}. 
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If every element of CY(G) is GL,((G)-conjugate to an R(X, AG) of 
surfaces of genus g, then we say that G satisfies the CY-condition. We can 
characterize G which satisfies the CY-condition when G is cyclic (see 181). 
If G satisfies the CY-condition, then { Trja) + Trfo - ’ ) ) is an integer for 
any element g of G. In general, if (Trjo) f Tr(a - I)) is an integer for any 
o E G, then we say that G satisfies the condition (E). Assume that G satisfies 
the condition (E). Then we define as in [63 
gdG! = (I/# G) c Tr(o), 
aeG 
where 
I.(H)=& (Tr(o)+Tr(gP’)), where H= (g). 
r*(hf; 6) = r(H) - 1 YJK; G), where K runs over CY(G; Hj. 
K 
QH; G) = YJH; G)/[N,(H) : H], ) = the normalizer 
0EHin 5. 
If G satisfies the condition (E) and I(H; G) is a non-negative integer for anji 
HE CY(G), then we say that G satisfies the RH-condition. Assume that G 
satisfies the RH-condition and let (H, , . . . . H, > be a set of representatives of 
the G-conjugacy classes of CY(G). We define the RH-data of G as 
RH(G)= [go(G), #G;n,, .~.,n,, .,.l ?zx, . ..y a,], 
where 17~ (= #H,) appears l(H,;G)-times (i < k<s). Then G satisfies the 
RH-relation 
/ 2g-2= #G(2g,(G)-2)$ #G)-J!FI,;G)::-; 
k x 
For the proof see [6]. 
Obviously, R(X, AG) satisfies both the CY- and the RH-conditions. 
Assume that G satisfies the CY- and the RI&conditions. Let RN(G) be 
RH(G) = [go, $1; nz,, r,,, q-j 
and let r be a Fuchsian group 
with relations 
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Then if there exists a surjective homomorphism 4: r+ G such that 
# <d(Yj)) =fnj and 2 - 2 Re(Tr(q5(l;i))) > 0 (1 <j< 1.) 
we say that G satisfies the EX-condition. If G satisfies the EX-condition, 
then there exist an X, an .4G, and an isomorphism G + .4G determined by 
4. See [l]. We identify G with AG by this isomorphism. For a suitable I$ 
it can be shown that there exists an R(X, AG) which is G&(c)-conjugate 
to G, in the cases g = 2, 3,4, and 5. See also [6-9, 111. We say in this paper 
that G comes from a Riemann surface if there exists an R(X, AG) which is 
GL,(C)-conjugate to G. 
Here we summarize the topological properties behind the CY- and the 
M&conditions. These are explained in [6] and particularly in [7]. Let G 
be a finite (abstract) group. For an injective homomorphism I: G + Aut(X), 
the automorphism group of a compact Riemann surface X, we say that G 
is an automorphism group of X (through z). In this case we sometimes 
denote that G c Aut(X). For an element go G c Aut(X) we denote by 
Tr(cr 1 H”(X, 52,)) the value at g of the character Tr(G 1 H”(X, Q,)) of G of 
the natural representation on the space H”(X, Q,) of l-canonical forms on 
X. Let P be a point of X. For 0 of Aut(X), we define iP(a) E @ as 
cp(o) = ( (resp. = 0) if o(P) (resp. #P). 
Here [ is a # (a)th root of unity satisfying the relation 
o*(t) EC. t mod t20p 
for some local parameter t of the valuation ring CPP at P (in the function 
field of X). Then we have the trace formula by Eichler. 
xl(fl) :=Tr(o I H”(X Qx)) = 1 + 1 Tp(a)l(l - ip(4) 
PEX 
(if c~ # 1). 
See [8]. We see in [6] the number s of the fixed points is given by 
s=2- {~l(o)+~l(o-‘)}. 
If G c Aut(X), then G satisfies the RH-condition and we have the RH- 
relation. The RH-relation is nothing but the classical Riemann-Hurwitz 
relation. For the proof see [6]. 
Now let G be a finite subgroup of G&J@) which satisfies the CY- and 
the RH-conditions. Let RH(G) and r be as above. Assume that G satisfies 
the EX-condition. Every element 0~ G corresponds to an element of 
R(X, AG). For 0 E G we can calculate Tr(a) as an element of GL,(@). On the 
other hand as an element of R(X, AG) the trace of c can be calculated as 
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re m= #(0)>2 and VEZ with (v,m)= In fact, the part (. ~> in 
above formula is equal to # (REXI ip(a) = [e> as we see in [7]> 
considering G as an automorphism group of A’. 
Thus if we have the equality for element c of G, then we can 
conclude that there exists R(X, AG) w onjugate to G. We 
shah give some comments under Some EX-Condition. 
e carry out the classification of R(X, AG) act 
rocedure. First, we consider cyclic groups For 
computer. The program and the ou.tput are given in 
e maximum of the orders of automorphisms of a 
genus g is 4g + 2 (cf. [I ] ). We see that the case of n 
the output by the CY-condition. The 
theorem in [S, pp. 733751. The const 
by usmg a computer. See [4, pp. 33 
paper, we consider non-cyclic groups. It is sufficient to consider only 
groups of order n= 2”3b5c11d with O<a< 6, O< b, c, d< 4, because t 
groups must satisfy the R&relation. The program and the output are giv 
in Appendix II. Except for the case of n = 40 or n = 120, ali our groups are 
solvable. And so we can apply results on normalizers for e con.strucAion 
of the groups. Note that the maximum of the orders of a 
automo~~hisms of a Riemann surface of genus g is 4gi 
achieve our purpose, first, we study gr satisfying the C~-co~~itiQ~. 
Next we study groups satisfying the condition. Then for groups 
satisfying both the CY- and the RR-c ions we study whether they 
satisfy the RX-condition or not. Finally, for groups satisfying 
ondition we study whether they are G~~(~)~~onj~g~te to so 
A@) or not. 
NOTATION 
[, = exp(hi/n), w = exp(2ni/3). 
a a 
b b 
= c = c 
d Od 
e e0 
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s= 
-1 
p/\/2 0 p/J2 0 
0 0 0 i 
p/J2 0 [j/J2 0 
0 i 0 0 
/ I\ 
F(a, b, c, 4 e) 
K(a, b, c, d, e) 
Na, b, G d, e) 
P= 
i 
i 
0 0 V-JZ J  - ilv/2 
0 0 i/J2 - l//2 
- l/J2 - i/J2 0 0 
ilJ2 J2 l/j2 0 0 
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0 1 0 0 0 ‘a b b b b\ 
0 0 0 0 1 
W= 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
where a = - l/S, b = J’6/5, c = (3 - ,./5)/fO, f= ( 
-(l+v~5)/5, e= -(l-,/5)/5, I=A(l, 1, I, 9, I), a 
- 1, -I, -I). In this paper, G, w G,means that G, is C&(Cj-conjugate to 
6, and 04 G means that r~ does not belong to G. N,,(G), C,,(G) mean 
the normalizer, the centralizer of G in GL5(@) respectively. 
PROPOSITION 1 (See [4] ). Let G be a cyclic subgroup of order n qf 
GL,(6Z) which comes from Riemann surfaces ofgenus 5. Then G is GL&@J- 
conjugate to the following groups: 
1. n=2. 
(1) G,(2)= (A(1, 1, 1, -1, -1)). 
(2) G,(2)= (A(1, 1, -1, -1, -1)). 
(3) G,(2)=(A(l, -1, -1, -1, -1)). 
14) f3&) = (0 
2, n=3. 
(1) G,(3)= (A(1, o, w, d, d)). 
(2) G,(3)= (A(o, w, o, w2, d)). 
3. i1=4. 
(1) CG:(4)= (A(l, 1, -1, i, -I)). 
(2) CG,(4)= (A(l, i, i, -ii, -i))~ 
(3) CGx(4)= (A(l, -1, i, i, -i))~ 
(4) CG,(4)= (A(i, i, i, -i, --i)). 
(5) CG,(4)= (A( - 1, i, i, --i, -ii>. 
(6) CG,(4)=(A(-l,i,i,i, -i)j. 
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4. II = 5. G(5) = (A( 1, [j, (52, i53, is’)). 
5. n=6. 
(1) CG,(6)= (A(1, ib, L4, ie2, ic5)). 
(2) CG,(6) = (.A( - 1, i6,56, &is, L5)). 
(3) CG3(6)= (.4(1,, if+ i64,igz, i65b 
(4) CG,(6)= (-4(-l, i6, c-6, it?, l6W. 
(5) CG,(6)= (-4(-L is, i6.1, LA h55)). 
6. n=8. 
(1) CG,(S) = (,4( 1, is, is’, t’g3, ig7)>. 
(2) CG#j= (d4(is2, Cs, is, is53 is’)>. 
(3) CG,(8) = (14(i,‘, is, ig5? jYg3, is7)). 
7. n = 10. CG( 10) = (A( - 1, ilO, ;,;, ;I;, rJ>. 
8. n=ll. 
(1) G,(ll)= (A(<,,, <,I, r,:, r,;‘, i,:)>. 
(2) G,(ll)= (A(i,,, ;I:, i,:, L;‘, i,:)>. 
9. n= 12. CG(12)= (A&:, ill, i’:;, i,;, i,:,>. 
10. n= 15. CG(15)= (A(i:t, 515, i,:, [I:? <I:)>. 
11. n = 20. CG(20)= (A([::, ire, izi, czi, izz)>. 
12. n = 22. CG(22) = (A(i22, i::, ;I:, i::, iz:,>. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL,(C j of order 
n = 2P (p > 2) which comes from Riemann surfaces of genus 5. Then G is 
GL,(Q:)-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
1. n=4. 
(1) G,(4) = (G,(2), A( 1, 1, - 1, 1, - 1)); [2,4;-------I. 
(2) G,(4)= <G,(2), G,(2)); Cl, 4; L&2,21. 
(3) G,(4)= (G,(2),A(l, -1, -1, -1, 1)); [1,4;2,2,2,21. 
(4) G,(4)= (G,(2),A(-1, -1, -1, 4 1)); 
co, 4; 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(5) G,(4)=<G,(2),A(-1, -1, -1, 1, -1)); 
[O, 4; 2, 2, 2, 2,2,2, 2, 21. 
(6) G,(4)= <G,(2), AC--l, -1, 1, 1, -1)); 
co, 4; 2, 2, 2,2,2,2, 2,21. 
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2. n==8. 
(I) Abelian groups. 
(a) AG,(8)= (CG,(4), A(l, -1, -4, I, 1)); 11, 8; 2, 21. 
(21 AG,(81= (CG,(4), A(1, 1, -1, 1, -1)); CL 
(31 AG,(8) = (CG,(4), A(- 1, 1, 1, 1, - 1)); 
10, 8; 2,2,2,4,41. 
(4) AG,(8)= (CG,(4), A(-1, Is -1, 1, -1)); 
CO, 8; 2, 2, 234, 41. 
(5) AG,(8) = <CG,(4), A(-L - 1, L 1, 11); 
r.0, 8; 2, 2, 2,4,41. 
(6) AG,(8)= (CG,(4), Al-l, -1, 1, -1, I)); 
LQ, 8; 2,2,2,4,4j. 
(7) AG,@) = (C=,(4), A(1, 1, - 1, 1, - 1)); 
[O, 8; 2,2,2,4,4-J. 
(8) AGd8) = (CG,(4), A(L 1, - 1, 1, - 1)); Lo, 8; 4,4 4, 
B AG,@l= <CG,(4), G:(2)); Co, 8; 4,4,4,41. 
) AG,,@) = <G,(4), A(L - 1, 1, 1, - $1); CA 8; Z21. 
(111 AGn@)= <G,(4), A(-& -LLL 1)); 
co, 8; 2,2,2,2,2,21~ 
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(12) AG1,63)= (G,(4), AC-4 -1, 1, 1, -I)); 
P, 8; 2, 2,2,2, 2321. 
(13) AG,,(8) = (G,(4), A( - 1, 1, - 1, 1, - 1)); 
I-O,% 2,2,2,2,2,21. 
(II) Non-abelian groups. 
(1) G,(8)= (CG,(4), B(L -3, 1, 1, 1)); Cl, 8; 2,2l. 
(21 @#I= (CG,(4), B(-1, -1, 1, 1, 1)); 
CO, 8; 2,2,2,X 2921. 
(3) G3(8) = (CG,(4), Ij‘( - 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)) 
CO, 8; 2, 2,2,2,2, 21. 
(4) G‘,(8)= (CG,(4), F(h 1, 1, Ll)); 
t-0, 8; 2, 2, 2, 4941. 
(5) G5(8) = (CG,(4), F( - 1, i, i, i, i)); 
L-Q, 8; 4,4,4,41. 
3. n=16. 
(I) Abelian groups. 
61) AG,(16)= (CG,(8), A(l, -1, 1, -1, I)); 
10, 16; 4,8, 8-j. 
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(2) AG,(16) = <AG,@), A(- 1, 1, 1, 1, -1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4, 41. 
(3) AG,(l6)= (AG,,(8), A(- 1, 1, 1, 1, - 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 2, 2, 21. 
(II) Non-abelian groups. 
(1) G,(16)= (CG,(S), G(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 11, 16; 21. 
(2) G,(16)= (CG,(8), F(-l, 1, 1, Al)); 
[0, 16; 2,2, 2,2,2]. 
(3) G,(M) = <CG,(8), ff -1, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4, 41. 
(4) G,(l6)= @G,(S), (31, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 4,8, 81. 
(5) G,(M)= (AG,(8), B(-1, 1, LL 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 2, 2, 21. 
(6) G,(16)= (AG,@), (31, 1, 4 1, 1)); CL 16; 21. 
(7) G,(16)= (AG,(8), C(- 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4,4]. 
(8) G,(W= (AG,@j, C(-1, 1, 1, 1, -1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4, 41. 
(9) G,(16)= (AG,(S), G(1, I? 1, i, 4); III, 16; 21. 
(10) G,,CW = (AG#), G(- 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4, 41. 
(11) G,,(16) = (AG,@), M - 1,L 1, 1, 1)); 
CO, 16; 2, 2, 2, 2, 21. 
(12) G,,(16)= (4%3(8), ml, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4, 41. 
(13) G,,(16) = <AG,(8), K(l, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4, 41. 
(14) G,,(16)= (AG,@j, N.1, 1, 1, -1, 1)); 
[0, 16; 2, 2, 4,4]. 
4. n=32. 
(1) G,(32)= (AG,(16),E(-1, 1, -l,l, -1)); 
[0, 32; 2, 8, 81. 
(2) G,(32)= (AG,(16), E( -i, i, i, i, 1)); 
[0, 32; 4,4,4]. 
(3) ~~(32) = c4G2(16), H(- 1, 1, I, 1, 1)); 
[0, 32; 2, 2, 2, 4-J 
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(4) 6,(32) = (AG,(16), G( - 1, 1, 1, 1, I)); 
[0, 32; 2, 2, 2, 41. 
(5) Gj(32)= (G,(16), H(-1, 1, 1, 1, I)); 
[0, 32; 2, 2, 2; 41. 
(6) G,(32)= (G,,(16), L(i, 1, i, 1, -i) j; 
[O, 32; 4, 4, 41. 
(7) G,(32) = (G4(16), Q); [0, 32; 2,8,8]. 
5. n=64. 
(1) G,(64) = (G,(32), S); [0,64; 2,4, 8 
(2) G,(64)= (G,(32), M(i, 1, 1, 1, 1)): 
10, 64; 2, 4, 81. 
PVOOJ We shall prove our assertion in the case n = 16. The other cases 
can be treated in a similar way and so we omit the proofs. 
(I I Abelian groups. 
{a) If G is of type (8, 2), we may put G= (gl> x (g2). Here 
#(g,)=8 and #(g,)=2. Consider N,,((g,)). We have AGr(16) only 
in case (2, ) = CGI(8). We are in contradiction to the CY-condition or the 
RH-condition for the other cases. 
(b) If 6 is of type (4,4), we may put G = ( gI) x ( g2). Here 
# ( g, ) = # ( g2 ) = 4. Consider N,,( ( g, ) ). Then we are in contradiction 
to the CY-condition for every possible g,. 
(c) IfGisoftype(4,2,2),wemayputC=(gi)x(g,)x(g,). 
Here #(g,)=4 and #(g2)= #(g,)=2. Then (gi)x(g2) may be 
AG,(8) (1 dk< 9). Consider NGL(AGk(8)). We see that there exists no gX 
which does not conflict with the CY-condition or the RH-condition excep? 
for the cases AG,(8), AG,(8), and AG,(8). As for the cases AG,(8), AGj(8j, 
and AG,(8), we have AG,(16). 
(d) If G is of type (2,2,2,2), we may put G = (g,) x ( gz) x 
(g3) x <g4). I-he ~f(2~> = .j. =#(gl)=2. Then (gl)x(gz)x 
(g3) may be FIG,(~) (lO<kd 13). Consider NGL(AGk(8)). We have 
AG,(l6) for AG,,(8) and AG,,(8). For the other cases we have a contra- 
diction. 
Obviously, AG1( 16), AG2( 16), and AG,( 16) satisfy t e Ei-condition and 
come from Riemann surfaces of genus 5. 
(11) Won-abelian groups. 
G has a normal subgroup N of order 8 and we may put G = (IV, g )~ 
Here g E NGL(N) such that g 6 N, g2 E NY and g 4 C,,( Pu’). 
(a) G contains an element of order 8. 
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If N = CG,(8), we have six possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). 
Some three of them give us G,( 16), G,(16), and G,(16). Some two of the 
remainder satisfy the CY- and the &V-conditions but do not satisfy the 
EX-condition. We get a contradiction from the last one. If N= CG,(8), we 
have obviously a contradiction. 
If N= CG,(8), we have two possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). 
From one of them we get G4( 16) and from the other we get a group which 
satisfies the CY-condition but not the R&condition. 
(b) G does not contain an element of order 8 but contains an 
abelian subgroup N of type (4, 2). Then N is one of AG,(8), 
-4G2(8), . .. . AG,@). 
If N= AG,(8), we have 20 possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). 
From some live of them we get G,(16), G,(16), G,(16), G,(16), and G,( 16). 
From the other we get a contradiction. 
If N= AG,(8), we have 16 possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). 
From two of them we get G,J 16) and G,i( 16). From three of them we get 
groups which do not satisfy the ,%-condition. One of them leads us to 
AGi(8). In all other cases we get a contradiction. 
If N=AG,(8), we see that there exists no possible g by considering 
N,,(N). In fact, if there exists such a g, then G becomes abelian. This 
conflicts with our assumption. 
If N= AG,(8), we have 7 possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). We 
are reduced to the case AG2(8) by one of them. In all the other cases we 
get a contradiction. 
If N = AG,(8), we have 7 possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). We 
get Gi4(16) from one of them. In all the other cases we get a contradiction. 
If N= AG,(8), we have 2 possibilities for g. From one we get Gi3( 16) 
and from the other we get a contradiction. 
If N=AG,(8), we have 6 possibilities for g. We are reduced to the case 
AG,(8) by one of them. In all other cases we get a contradiction. 
If N= AG,(8), we have 10 possibilities for g. We obtain Gi2( 16) from 
one of them. Some two of them lead us to the case AGi(8). In all the other 
cases we get a contradiction. 
If N= AG,(8), we have 8 possibilities for g. We are led to the case by 
some two of them. In all the other cases we get a contradiction. 
Now, it is easy to see that G,( 16), G,( 16), . . . . G,,(16) satisfy the 
EX-condition and come from Riemann surfaces of genus 5. 
(c) G contains neither an element of order 8 nor an abelian 
subgroup of type (4,2). 
If N=A4Gd8), AGIl@), AGdf3), AGd8), G,(8), G2@), or G4(8), then 
we get G which contains an abelian subgroup of type (4,2) for each N. If 
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N= G?(S) or G,(S), then we get G which contains an abelian subgrou 
type (4, 2) or an element of order 8. This confkts with our assumption. 
1. n = 6. 
(1) G,(6)= (G,(3), F(1, 1, 1, 1, I)); [ly 6; 3, 31. 
(2) G,(6)= (G,(3), Ft.-l, 1. 1, 1, 1)); 
[O, 6; 2, 2, 2, 2, 3: 31. 
3 -. n= 12. 
(3) 
0) 
(9) 
.4G,(12) = (CG,(6), A( - 1, 1, - 1, - 1, I,); 
[O, 12; 2, 2, 6, 61. 
AG,(12)= (CG,(6),A(-I, -11, --i. -1, 1)); 
[O, 12; 2, 2, 6, 61. 
G1(12)= (CG,(6), F(1, 1, l5 I, 1)); [I, 12; 31. 
G2(12J=(CG1(6),F(-1,1, I, I, I)); 
co, 12; 2, 2, 2, 2, 31. 
G,(12)= <CG*(6), 41, 1, 1, 4 11); 
[O, 12; 2, 2, 2, 2, 31. 
G,(lZ)= (CG,(6), F(1, 1, 1, 1, I)), 
[O, 12; 2,2,6, 61. 
G,j12)= (CG,(6), F(1, i, 1, 1, r)); [I, 12; 3j. 
G6( 12) = (CG,(6), F(i, i, i, i, i)); 
[O, 12; 2, 3, 4, 41. 
G,(12) = (G,(4), NW, o.?, 1. 1, 1 j); 
[O, 12; 3, 3, 3, 31. 
3. n=24. 
(1) AG,(24)= (CG(12),A(l, 1, -1, -2, 1)); 
[O, 24; 2, 12, 121. 
(2) G,(24)= (AG,(lZ): F(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
[O, 24; 2, 2, 2,6]. 
(3) G,(24) = (AG,(12), F(i, i, i, i> i)); 
[0, 24; 4,4, 61. 
64) G,(24) = (AGJ 12), F( - 1, 1, 1, 1: 1) >: 
[0, 24; 2, 2, 2, 63. 
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(5) G&41= <G,(12), 41, - 1, - 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 24; 3, 6, 61. 
(6) G,(24) = (G7( 12), .I); [0, 24; 2, 2, 3, 31. 
(7) G,(24)= (G,(12),A(-1, -1, 1, -1, -1)); 
[0,24; 2,2, 3, 3-J 
(8) ~24) = (G,(l2), m, 1, 1, 1, - 1) 
[0, 24; 2, 2, 3, 31. 
>; 
4. n =48. 
(1) G1(48)= (AG,Wh Ft'(1, 1, 1, 1, 1): ); 
[O, 48; 2,4, 121. 
(2) G,(48)=(G,(24),~(-1, 1,-1,1,w 
[0, 48;2, 6, 61. 
(3) G,(48)= (G,(24),K(i, i, i, i, i)); [0,48;3,4,4]. 
(4) G,(48)= cG,(24),~(-1, -1; 1, 1, 1)); 
[0, 48; 2, 2, 2, 31. 
(5) G,(48)= (G,(24), K(i, i, 1, 1, 1)); [0,48; 3,4,4]. 
5. n=96. 
(1) GlW) = <G,(48), K(L 1, - 1, - 1, - 1)); 
[O, 96;2, 4, 61. 
(2) G,(96)= <G,(32), T); CO, 96; 3, 3341. 
6. n = 192. G( 192) = (G,(96), N( - 1, is, - 1, is’, - 1)); 
[O, 192; 2,3,83. 
ProoJ We shall prove our assertion in-the case n = 96. The other cases 
will be treated in the similar way and so we can omit these proofs. 
(a) G contains a subgroup N of order 48. 
If N= G,(48), we see that G has an abelian subgroup of order >24 by 
considering NGL(N). This is absurd. 
If N= G,(48), we have 2 possibilities for g by considering NGL(N). We 
get G,(96) from one and a contradiction from the other. 
If N = G,(48), we have 4 possibilities for g. However, all g’s lead us to 
a contradiction. If N= G,(48), we have 8 possibilities for g. However, then 
we get a contradiction or no new groups from these g’s 
If N = G,(48), we get no new groups. 
(b) G does not contain a subgroup of order 48. 
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G has a normal subgroup N of order 32 and we may put G = (N, g >. 
Here g E NGL(N) such that g $ N and g’ = 1. Now, considering NGL(fV) we 
see that we may assume N= G,(32), and we get G,(96) from 6,(32) 
Now, it is easy to see that G,(96) and G,(96) satisfy the EX-condition 
and come from Riemann surfaces of genus 5. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G be a non-cyclic subgroup of GL,(@) of ordei 
n = 2” x 5 (p > 1) which comes from Riemann surfaces c$gemAs 5. Then G is 
GL,(C)-conjugate to one of the following groups: 
1. n=lO. 
(I) G,(lO)= (C(S),F(l, 1, l,l, 1)); [l, 10; 51. 
(2) G?(lO)= (G(5), F(-1, 1, I, I, 1)); 
[O, 10; 2, 2, 2, 2, 5-J 
2. n=20. 
(1) G,(20)= (CG(lO), F(1, 1, 1, 1, 11); 
[O, 20; 2, 2, 2, 10-J. 
(2) G,(20) = (CG( lo), F(i, i, i, i, i))[O, 20; 4,4, 101. 
3. n =40, G(40) = (CG(20), F( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)): 
[O, 40; 2, 4, 201. 
4. n = 80. G(80) = (AG,( 16), v>; [O, 80; 2, 5,5]. 
5. n=160. G(l60)=(G(80),G(-l,l,l,l,ljj; 
[O, 160; 2,4, 51. 
Proof. We shall prove our assertion in the case n = 8cS. The proofs of 
the other cases are similar and omitted. By the MT-data of G we see that 
G does not contain G(40) as a subgroup. Wence G has a normal subgroup 
N of order 16. Further we see that N is AG3(16). From t 
G = G(80). 
It is easy to see that G(80) satisfies the LX-condition and comes from 
Riemann surfaces of genus 5. 
Remark. It is easy to see that there is no group of order 33 or 66 which 
comes from Riemann surfaces of genus 5. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be a non-cyciic subgroup of GL,(C) of OF-&~ 
n = ZZp x 3 x 5 (p 2 1) which comes from Riemann stir&aces of genus 5. Then 
G is GL ,(C )-conjugate to one of the foElowing groups: 
1. n=30;G(30)=(CG(15),F(-1, 1, 1, 1, 1)); 
CO, 30; 2, 6, 151. 
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2. n = 60; G(60) = (G(5), W); [0,60; 3, 3, 51 
3. n = 120; G(120) = (G(60), f); [0, 120; 2,3, lo]. 
ProoJ: n = 30. In this case, we may assume that N = CG( 15). There 
are 2 possibilities for g. One gives G(30) and the other gives a contra- 
diction. 
n = 60. In this case, G is unsolvable. In fact, if not, G has a subgroup 
H of order 15. However, RH(H) = [0, 15; 3, 15, 151. This contradicts the 
RH-data of G. See Appendix II. Hence G is isomorphic to the alternating 
group -dl. Since &” does not contain any element of order 6, we see that 
RH(G) = [0,60; 3,3, 51. By considering characters of G we see that 
G - G(60). 
n = 120. By considering RH(G) we see that G is unsolvable. Hence G 
is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(a) SU2,5) (b) ~~ x%1 (4 % 
Since ~7” has no element of order 10, it is excluded. Assume that G is 
isomorphic to SL(2, 5). Then G has an element of order 10, whose fifth 
power is J and an element g of order 4 which has no fixed points. However, 
(J, g) does not satisfy the CY-condition. Hence G is isomorphic to 
dj x &. Hence it is easy to see that we have G k G( 120). We shall give 
some comments about the character tables of some groups and related 
facts in Appendix III. 
It is easy to see that G(30) satisfies the EX-condition and comes from 
Riemann surfaces of genus 5. As for G(60) and G(120) the second author 
contributes exclusively. The fact that they come from Riemann surfaces of 
genus 5 will be shown in the next section. 
SOME REMARKSONTHE IX-CONDITION 
It is not so difficult to check the EX-condition for the groups in Proposi- 
tions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. However, it is worthwhile to give some remarks on 
the surjective homorphism 4. 
Remark 1. For G(192) we have 4(y1)= H( -l? [, 1, i7, 1) and 
0 0 0 0 i 
0 (3/J2 0 y/J2 0 
0 &/2 0 p/J2 0 
0 0 -i 0 0 
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with i = ix. Then #q5(y,) = 2, #d(yJ = 3, #d(y3) = 8, an 
&IJMYMY~) =I. Further G(192) = MY,), &IQ, #By& 
suitable. Since G,(96) c G(192), there is no need to explain ab 
for the EX-condition. 
Remark 2. For G(160) we have #fyr)= U, q5(y2) =K(l, - 1, - 4, 
-1, l), and #(y3)= V. Then ##(y1)=2, #d(y2)=4, #q%)=% and 
q5(y1)q5(y2)4(y3)=I. Further G(160)= (U, K(L -1, -I, -1, I), V), and 4 
is suitable. 
Since G(80) c G(160), there is no need to explain about G(W) for the 
EX-condition. 
Remark 3. For G(60) we have G(60) = (a, p) with a5 = ,L?‘= (a 
and so we have ~0,) = UP, 4(y2) = B4 dtyd = u3 with ~~y~~~~y*~~~y~~ = 1. 
For G(120) we have G(120) = G(60) x’ (J). Hence q5(yI) = S./?> #(y2) = LX/?, 
q5(y3)=J.p-a4P with &y1)&y2)q5(y3)=I. We see that (s: T--P G(60) and 
4: r + G( 120) are both surjective suitable homomorphism. 
emark 4. For G1(64) and G,(64), we see that G(192) does not have 
each of them as a normal subgroup. As for G1(64) we have with [ = is 
-1 0 0 0 0 
0 -L/J2 0 i/J2 
0 0 OQ 
0 -i/J2 0 l/J2 
0 0 CO 
and 4(y3) = A(<*, i, i, t5, i’) with ~(Y~)#(Y~M(Y~) = I. bviouslq 
#q(y;) = 2, #&y2) = 4, #q5(y3) = 8, and $1 T --$ G1(64) is surjective 
Further we see that q5 is suitable. 
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As for G,(64) we have &yr)=A(--I, -1. - 1, -1, l), qS(y2)= 
M(i, -1, -1, -1, -l), and 
iooo 0 
0001 0 
f$q]‘x)= i 0 0 0 0 -1 i 
0010 0 
0100 0 
with &I)&y2j$(~3) = I. Obviously #&~r) = 2, #d(~~) =4, #&r3) = 8, 
and 4: r-+ G,(64) is’ a surjective suitable homomorphism. However, if we 
take &~1,)=~4(-1, -1, -2, -1, I), $(y3)=M(-i, -1, 1, 1, 1, I), and 
0 0 0 0 
4(112)= 
o-1 0 0 
o-1 0 0 0 
then all conditions for C$ are satisfied. However, Tr(q+(y?)) = --i considering 
qJ(y2) as an element of G c G&(C). On the other hand, cosidering qS(yz) as 
an element of R(X, AG) we have Tr(+(y,)) = i by the formula in [7], which 
we have remarked under preliminaries. Hence this q5 is a surjective 
homomorphism but not a suitable homomorphism. 
Remark 5. For G,(96) we have c$(JJ~) =K(1, 1, - 1, - 1, -I), 
m3)=NiZ, i, 1, -4 1) 
00 01 0 
with < = c6. Then. #b(yr) = 2, #$(yJ = 4, #4(yJ = 6, and 
q5(y1)&1)2)d(y3) = I. q5: T-r G,(96) is a surjective suitable homomorphism. 
Remark 6. For G,(48) we have (6(y,)=F( -1. -1, 1, 1, -l), &y2)= 
F(c3, [‘, [*, cl’, i), q5(y3) =A(i3, e5, i2, [“, [) with ?,‘= [,z. We see that 
#9(rl)=2, #+(~~)=4, ##b3)= 12, and +(Y~M(YMY~)=I. Further 
4: I-4 G,(48) is a surjective suitable homomorphism. 
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For G,(48) we have #(Ye) = K(i, i, i, i, i) and 
Remark 7. For G(40) we have &yr) = FI-I, - 1, -1, - 
di’2) = Fc’115r i3, i, i9, c7), and d(y3) = A(i5, c3, <, c’. {‘) iWIth 5 = &,. 
that d(y,)q?y2)&y3)=Zand #4(yl)=2, #&y2)=4, #&y3)=20. 
also that 4: l-4 G(40) is a surjective suitable homomorphism. 
For Gj(32) we have b(yr) = H( - 1, 1, 1, I5 I), q!~(~~~) = F( - 1, 1, 1, i, 1; j, 
q.Q?f3) = F( - 1, C3, i7, [, is), and &y-l) = H( - 1, c3, t7, <, c’) with i = cS. We 
see that 4: r-+G5(32) is a surjective homomorphism and &(T~)&,T-,) 
&y3)d(y4J = Z with #4(yl) = 3, #q5(;12) = 2, #qqjJ;) = 2, #$(y4) = 4. 
Further 4 is suitable. 
For G(30) we have qS(::r) = F(--I, ii’, i9, c6, c’), qS(y2) = 
F( -iLo, C4, ;*, [I, k), and 4(y3) = A((‘, ;I,<“, [, is) with i = iIS. We see that 
4: T--+ G(30) is a surjective homomorphism and &~~)Q(,r~)d(;l,) = I with 
#qq?lli - ’ 2, #d(y2) = 6, #qS(y3) = 15. Further 4 is suitable. 
For G,,(16) we see that &vr)=G(--1, -is i, z’, -i)? &:!l)=G(-I, f: 
1, 1. I)? a(~~) = G( - 1, i, i, -i, -i), and 4(yqj = G(- 1, - I, I, - 1, I). We 
see that d: F-+ G,,( 16) is a surjective homomorphism and ~S(JJ;) -. 
f;;;Jb;ef with #&IJ~)= #&l12)=2, X4(?,)= #qS(;~~)=4. Further C$ is 
Rema& 8. Both the group L?C?= (A(1, i, i, --i: -I’), F(l, I, I, I, I)) and 
the group d = (A(1, i, i, -i, -i), F(1, i, i, i, i)) satisfy C Y-con&lion 
and the R&condition. But they do not satisfy the EX dition as was 
shown by Momose [ll]. 
Remark 9. When we drop the condition 2 - 2 Re(Tr(qQyi))) > 0 in he 
definition of the KY-condition, there exist a Riem surface X and a 
subgroup G ( c Aut(X)) isomorphic to G (cf. [1 I]). wever, there does 
not always exist R(X, AG) which is GLj(@)-conjugate to G as is seen for 
the group 9 in Remark 8. This point is important. 
Summarizing above we get the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL,(C). Then the foilowing t~:o 
conditiom are equivalent except for 9 and 9 and groups ~~~c~~~~~g 9 0  2: 
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(1) There is a compact Riemann surface X of genus 5 and an 
automorphism group AG of X such that R(X, AG) is GL,(@)-conjugate to G. 
(2) G satisfies the CY-condition and the RH-condition. 
Remark. Corresponding theorems hold also for genera 2, 3, and 4 
without any exceptional groups. See [6, 7,9]. 
APPENDIX I 
100 DIM E%(ZO).D%(lO).F%(lO) 
110 PRINT "go n r : <ei>" 
120 FOR GO=3 TO 0 STEP -1 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
610 
611 
612 
613 
620 GOT0 310 
630 PRINT GO:N:IE 
640 NEXT N 
650 NEXT GO 
660 STOP 
670 END 
FOR N.2 TO 22 
S%=S-Z*N*(GO-1): IF S%<O THEN 640 ELSE IF S%=O THEN 630 
LNG=O: IF N<=3 THEN 190 
FOR J=2 TO NY2 
IF N MOD J = 0 THEN F%(LNG+l)=NYJ: LNG=LNG+l 
NEXT J 
F%(LNG+l)=l: LNG=LNG+l 
L=S%Y(N-F%(l)) 
IF L=O THEN 640 
FOR J=l TO L 
E%(J)=1 
NEXTJ 
ID=l: IE=L: SE%=(N-F%(l))*L 
WHILE S%>SE% 
IF ID=LNG THEN 300 
E%(IE)=ID+l: SE%=SE%-F%(ID+l)+F%(ID): ID=ID+l 
HEND 
IF S%=SE% THEN 390 
IE=IE-1: IES=IE: SE%=SE%-(N-F%(ID)) 
IF IE=O THEN 640 
IF E%(IE)=LNG THEN IE=IE-1: GOT0 320 
ID=E%(IE)+l: S,E%=SE%-(IES-IE).(N-l)+F%(ID-l)-F%(ID): E%(IE)=ID 
WHILE S%>SE% 
IE=IE+l: E%(IEl=ID: SE%=SE%+N-F%(ID) 
WEND 
GOT0 260 
IF GO<>0 THEN 610 
IF IE=l OR F%(E%(l))=l THEN 610 
IZERO=l: UlX=l: D%(LMX)=-F%(E%(l)) 
FOR J=2 TO IE 
IF D%(LMX)=F%(E%(J)) THEN 460 
IF D%(LbLU=-F%(E%(J)) THEN D%(‘VX)=-D%(LMX): IZERO=IZERO-1: GOT0 460 
!J%(LMX+l)=-F%(E%(J)): LMX=LMX+l: IZERO=IZERO+l 
NEXTJ 
IF LMX=l THEN 310 
DZ-ABS(D%(l)): LS=l 
FOR J=LS TO JJCX 
IF D%(J)<0 THEN M=D%(J): D%(J)=O: LS=J: GOT0 530 
IF D%(J)-0 THEN D%.(J)=M 
NEXT J 
FOR J=2 TO D2 
FOR K=l TO LMX 
IF D%(K) MOD J <> 0 THEN 580 
NEXT K 
GOT0 310 
NEXTJ 
IZERO=IZERO-1 
IF IZERO>O THEN 490 
PRINT GO:N:IE:" : "; 
FOR J=l TO IE : PRINT N?!F%(E%(J)); 
NEXT J 
PRINT 
110 
120 
121 
loo DIM E%(40l.D%(20l.F%(20~.~~~i00j 
PRINT "~0 n r : <ei>" 
FOR GO=3 TO 0 STEP -1 
INX=l 
FOR D-O TO 1: FOR C=O TO 1: FOR B=3 TO i: FOR A=0 TO 8 
NN(INX)=2'k*3-B*S-Cell-D: IF NN(INXEa336 TAEN 142 
INX=INX+l 
NEXT A: NEXT B: NEXT C: NEXT D 
INW=Z 
N = NN(INW1: MJ=O 
FOR J=INIy*l TO INX 
IF N>NN(J) THE?, N=NN(J): MJ=J 
NEXT J 
~~,UJ$O,THE" NN(MJ)=NN(INW) 
1 + 
S%=a-Z*N*(GO-11: IF S$<O THEN 470 ELSE IF S%=O THEN 460 
LNG.0: IF N<=3 THEN 210 
FOR J=2 TO NkQ 
IF N MOD J = 0 THEN F%(LNG+l)=MJ: LNG=LNG+l 
NEXT .J 
F%(LNG+l)=l: LNG=LNG+l 
L=S%Y(N-F%(l)) 
IF L=O THEN 470 
FOR J-1 TO L 
E%(J)=1 
NEXT J 
ID=l: IE=L: SE%=(N-F%(l)T.L 
WHILE S%>SE% 
IF ID=LNG THEN 320 
E%(IE)=ID+l: SE%=SE%-F%(ID+l)+F%(ID): ID=ID+l 
WENG 
IF S%=SE% THEN 410. 
IE-IE-1: IES=IE: SE%=SE%-(NmF%(ID)) 
IF IE=O THEN 4'70 
IF E%(IE)=LNG THEN IE-IE-1: GOTO 340 
ID=E%(IE)+l: SEX-SE%-(IES-IE)*(N-l)+F%(ID-l)-F%(ID): E%iIE)=ID 
WHILE S%>SE% 
IE=IE*l: E%(IE)=ID: SE%=SE%-N-F%(ID) 
WEND 
GOT0 280 
PRINT GO:N:IE:" : ": 
FOR .I=1 TO IE : PRINT NYF%.(E%(J)): 
NEXTJ 
PRINT 
GOTO 330 
PRINT GO;.,;IE;" : we______-en 
IF INWc>INX THEN 146 
NEXT GO 
STOP 
END 
0 4 
0 4 
0 6 
0 6 
0 6 
0 6 
0 a 
0 10 
'0 11 
1 
0 
a 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
G 
1 
1 
1 
12 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
:22366 
:23336 
: 6 6 6 6 
:24aa 
: 2 2 10 10 
: 11 11 11 
-0 12 3 : 6 12 12 
0 16 3 : 3 15 15 
0 20 3: 2 20 20 
0 22 3: 2 11 22 
APPENDIX II 
140 
i41 
142 
145 
146 
147 
145 
149 
150 
151 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
303 
310 
320 
330 
2 2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
4 
3 
350 
360 
370 
330 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
460 
490 
500 
2 2 2 2 
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APPENDIX II-Continued 
go n r : <el> 
3 2 0 : ----_----- 
224: 2 2 2 2 
231:3 
2 4 0 : -__-_----_ 
12s: 22222222 
1 3 4 : 3 3 3 3 
1 4 4 : 2 2 2 2 
1 4 3 : 2 4 4 
152:55 
162:26 
162:33 
182:22 
llo1:5 
112 1:3 
116 1:2 
0 2 12 : 22222222222: 
037: 3333333 
0 4 6 : 22222222 
0 4 7 : 2222244 
046: 224444 
0 6 6 : 222226 
0 6 6 : 222233 
065:22366 
0 6 5 : 2 3 3 3 6 
0 6 5 : 3 3 3 3 3 
0 6 4 : 6. 6. 6 6 
0 8 6 : 222222 
0 a 5 : 2 2 2 4 4 
084: 2 4 8 8 
0 8 4 : 4 4 4 4 
0 10 5 : 2 2 2 2 5 
0 la 4 : 2 2 10 10 
0 11 3 : 11 11 11 
0 12 5 : 2 2 2 2 3 
0 12 4 : 2 2 4 12 
0 12 4 : 2 2 6 6 
0 12 4 : 2 3 3 6 
0 12 4 : 2 3 4 4 
0 12 4 : 3 3 3 3 
0 12 3 : 6 12 12 
0 15 3 : 3 15 15 
0 15 3 : 5 5 15 
0 16 5 : 2 2 2 2 2 
0 16 4 : 2 2 4 4 
0 16 3 : 4 a 8 
0 20 4 : 2 2 2 -10 
0 20 3 : 2 20 20 
0 20 3 : 4 4 10 
0 20 3 : 5 5 5 
0 22 3 : 2 11 22 
0 24 4 : 2 2 2 6 
0 24 4 : 2 2 3 3 
0 24 3 : 2 8 24 
0 24 3 : 2 12 12 
0 24 3 : 3 4 12 
0 24 3 : 3 6 6 
0 24 3 : 4 4 6 
0 30 3 : 2 5 30 
0 30 3 : 2 6 15 
0 30 3 : 3 3 15 
0 30 3 : 3 5 5 
0 32 4 : 2 2 2 4 
0 32 3 : 2 B a 
0 32 3 : 4 4 4 
0 33 3 : 3 3 11 
0 40 3 : 2 5 10 
0 46 4 : 2 2 2 3 
0 46 3 : 2 4 12 
0 48 3 : 2 6 6 
0 48 3 : 3 3’ 6 
0 48 3 : 3 4 4 
0 60 3 : 2 3 30 
0 60 3 : 2 5 6 
0 60 3 : 3 3 5 
0 64 3 : 2 4 8 
0 66 3 : 2 3 22 
0 80 3 : 2 5 5 
0 96 3 : 2 3 12 
0 96 3 : 2 4 6 
0 96 3 : 3 3 4 
0 120 3 : 2 -3 -10 
0 160 3 : 2 4 5 
0 192 3 : 2 3 8 
APPENDIX III 
We give some comments about particularly interesting groups G(60), 
G(120), and G,(32). 
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In the proof of Proposition 5, we see that G is isomorp 
character table of ~2~ is as follows: 
Now, we determine the character x of our group G by considering 
and the results of Proposition 1. From am it follows that 
~((12)(34)) = 1. In fact, we see that any element of order 2 of G 
fixed points. Every element of order 3 of G is GLj(@)-Conju 
A( 1, CD, w, 02, w’). In fact, J& has exactly one conjugaey class of 
So we see that ~((123)) = - 1. We see that every element of order 5 which 
comes from a compact Riemann surface of genus 5 is G~~(~)-~on~~gate to 
A(l, 5, [*, c3, c4) with <=exp(2zi/5). Hence we see t 
~((13524)) = 0. Hence we conclude that x=x2. n the other hand, we see 
easily that the character of G(60) is x2. Thus we get G - ~(4~). 
In the proof of Proposition 5 we see that is isomorphic to .L& x V2 an 
so we see that G - G( 120). The character t e of %$ is as follows: 
(1) (121 
lo 1 1 
RI 1 -1 
Then we see that the character table of S& x %‘2 is given by 
In the same way as above, we see that the character of G(120) is x2&. 
(3) ~~(32) 
This group is one of the most interesting groups among t 
automorphism groups of Riemann surfaces of genus 5. 
Wow, using notations of the text, we put 
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go=41, 1, 1, 1, l), g, =A(l, - 1, - 1, - 1, - l), 
g, = G(1, 1, 1, 1, I), g,=ff-1, 1, 1, 1, l), 
g,=F(-1, 1, 1, 1, 11, g, = F( - 1, c7, i3, is, 0, 
g,=A(l, i, i, -i, -i), g,=G(l, i, i, -i, -i), 
g, = H( - 1, i3, i7, i, is), g, = 4 1, i, 2, i3, 17), 
g,, = G( 1, C5, i, 17, 5’). 
Then we get the character table as follows: 
& g, g2 g3 g4 g5 g, g7 g, g9 g10 
1 1 2 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 
x0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Xl 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
x2 I 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
x3 1 1 -1 -1 I 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
X4 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
x5 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
x6 1 1 1 --I -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
x7 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
XS 2 2 2 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 
x9 2 2 -2 0 0 0 -2 2 0 0 0 
Xl0 4 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The character x of G,(32) is given by x=x2+xIo. 
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